Day Academy Program
Date: ________ Dog Name: ____________ Breed:_____________
Approx. Pick Up Time: _______
Academy hours run from 6:30am to 6:00pm. Training hours run from 9am to 6pm. The
program consists of a variety of different training options, as shown below, that you
select from.
Please check two behaviors you want us to work on per obedience session. For example: if you
are doing 2 obedience sessions you check 4 behaviors or 1 obedience session (2 behaviors) and
a dog sport session (swim, agility, or nose work).

Obedience and Manners (Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays)
Entering and exiting crates politely

Sit

Entering and exiting threshold (doors) per permission

Down

Greeting people

Come when called /Recall

Remaining calm around other dogs

Stay / Wait

Check in with owner (Auto Check In)
Relaxation protocol / Settle

Touch
Stand

Loose leash walking / Heel

Place / Go to mat

Other:
_________________________________________________________________________________

Tricks (Mondays, Wednesdays)
Tricks are an entertaining way to connect handler to dog. They are enjoyable, useful and physically and
mentally challenging. Once a foundation is built more advanced tricks can be taught.
Bow
Shake
Weave through legs

High Five

Wave

Rollover

Push carts

Sit Up

Play dead

Crawl

Pick up toys

Take

Other:
______________________________________________________________________________
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Day Academy Program
Foundational Nose Work
Dogs build confidence and receive mental exercise by searching for their favorite food or toy
reward hidden in a variety of environments, increasing the challenges and adding new search
skills as the dog progresses.
 Intro to searching
 Intro to problem solving
 Searching with distractions
Swim (Mondays Only)
Supervised swimming builds strength, endurance, cardiovascular health and is easy on the
joints of dogs.
 Intro to our dock
 Intro to our ramp
 Intro to water
 Swimming and retrieving toys
**For safety, dogs MUST be competent in each step before advancing**
Pre-Agility
Agility is a fun way to exercise your dog, build body coordination, and establish a great
working relationship.
 Intro to body awareness
 Intro to movement and wobble boards
 Cavaletti work
Please list your dog’s dislikes.
For example: Doesn’t like to have collar touched.

Commands can vary. Please circle the commands you would like us to use:

Sit

Chill

Here

Touch

Other:___________

Release Words

Down

Say Hi

Place

Stand

________________

Free

Lay

Visit

Settle

Come

Stay

Let's Go

Relax

Wait

Heel

Leave It
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All Done
Okay

